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The purpose of the 14th International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST) is to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in the technological advances and business applications of web-based information systems.

14th International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies WEBIST

Website: [http://www.webist.org/](http://www.webist.org/)

September 18 - 20, 2018 Seville, Spain

IMPORTANT DATES:

Regular Paper Submission: May 2, 2018
Authors Notification (regular papers): July 3, 2018
Final Regular Paper Submission and Registration: July 17, 2018

Conference Topics:
Area 1: Internet Technology
  - Application, Research project and Internet Technology
  - Technical Infrastructures Suporting Web Applications
  - Web Programming
  - Web Security and Privacy, Cyber Criminality and Internet, Dark Web
  - Web Services and Web Engineering
  - Web Tools and Languages
  - Big Data and the Web
  - Digitalization/ Digitization
  - European Directives and Internet
  - Media and Internet
  - Metrics and Performance
  - New Trends in Internet Technology
  - Risk Management and Internet
  - Searching and Browsing

Area 2: Mobile and NLP Information Systems
  - App Development Methods
- Mobile Web
- New trends in Mobile Information Systems
- Platforms and Infrastructures to Support Mobile IS
- Protocols, Standards, Interoperability and Mobility
- Risk and Security with Mobility
- Sensor Usage and Networks for Mobility
- Smart City and Mobility
- Social and Mobile Information Systems
- Application of Mobile Information Systems
- Context Awareness
- Human Computer Interaction
- Interoperability
- Mobile and NLP Navigation and Assistance
- Mobile APIs and Services
- Mobile Commerce
- Mobile Social Network Interaction

Area 3: Service Based Information Systems, Platforms and Eco-Systems
- Application, Research project and Service Based IS
- Pay as you go, Pay per use
- Service Based IS and Change Management
- Service Based IS Modeling and Methodology
- Services and Mobility
- Services and Repositories, Services Providers and Contractual Points of View for Services
- Services Composition
- Services Repositories
- Services with Methodological Approaches, Quality, Metrics, BAM
- Society, e-Business and e-Government
- Technical Infrastructure for Services
- Architectural Patterns for Services
- Web based Integration Technologies, Web Services, REST and CRUD services
- Web Service and Adaptability
- Web Service Orchestration
- Web Service Selection
- Change management, Performance Improvement, Architecture Migration to SOA via Cloud Computing
- Communities of Interest and Practice
- EA, SOA, Cloud Methodologies for Services and Architecture
- Information Systems and SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, Cloud Computing
- Methodologies for Services and Architecture
- New Advances in Service based Technologies

Area 4: Web Intelligence
- Applications, Research Projects and Web Intelligence
- Ontology Discovering, Modelling, Retrieving and the Semantic Web
- Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis
- Privacy, Confidentiality and Trust for Web Intelligence
- Recommendation Systems
- Services, Human Factors and Social Issues
- Social Media Analytics
- Social Network in Companies
- Social Networks and Organizational Culture
- Social Web Intelligence
- User-Centric Systems
- Collective Intelligence
- WEB 2.
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